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Peter 

Please pray for Peter 
*That he will have a good relationship with the Lord 

*That he will work hard at school and speak up when he should 

Peter is a young man who has been at Bethesda 

for just over 10 years. He is the youngest of the 

five Ngwenya (nn—gway-nyah) siblings and is in 

the home of Jones and Lenah Phago (Pah-ho). He 

is 12 years old and completing Grade 5 this year. 
 

If you can’t find Peter, you just need to go to the 

nearest soccer field and you will most likely find 

him playing his favorite sport there with a friend. 

He is very good at soccer and especially enjoys  

being the goalkeeper.  
 

Peter is a somewhat quiet boy (although noisy 

with his friends!) who is helpful with the chores in 

his home. He sweeps his bedroom and does the 

dishes, along with cleaning the table and chairs.  
 

Peter enjoys art in school and likes to draw ani-

mals. Academics are sometimes hard for Peter and 

he wishes that he were better in Math and Social 

science as well as wanting to know the Bible bet- 

ter than he does now.  He would like to be 

able to answer other people’s questions 

better. 

 

Peter’s mom says that he is normally full of 

joy and that he is a very good singer. Some 

areas of weakness that he would appreciate 

your prayers for is that he does not always 

speak up when he is hurt or if something 

has happened that should be talked about. 

He is sometimes more of a follower than a 

leader.  
 

He would also ask that you pray that he will 

pass Grade 5, that he will have a good rela-

tionship with the Lord, and that he will 

work hard in school—especially in the areas 

that are more difficult for him. Thanks for 

praying! 

Peter (right) with his friend, Michael, after catching 
over 80 toads one day when they were hopping into 

the classrooms and disrupting school. 
 (“Best day of school ever!”) 
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